Tandem affinity purification is the principal method for purifying and identifying stable protein complexes system-wide in whole cells. Although highly effective, this approach is laborious and impractical in organisms where genetic manipulation is not possible. Here, we propose a novel "tagless" strategy that combines multidimensional separation of endogenous complexes with mass spectrometric monitoring of their composition. In this procedure, putative protein complexes are identified based on the comigration of collections of polypeptides through multiple orthogonal separation steps. We present proof-of-principle evidence for the feasibility of key aspects of this strategy. A majority of Escherichia coli proteins are shown to remain in stable complexes during fractionation of a crude extract through three chromatographic steps. We also demonstrate that iTRAQ reagent-based tracking can quantify relative migration of polypeptides through chromatographic separation media. LC MALDI MS and MS/ MS analysis of the iTRAQ-labeled peptides gave reliable relative quantification of 37 components of 13 known E. coli complexes: 95% of known complex components closely co-eluted and 57% were automatically grouped by a prototype computational clustering method. With further technological improvements in each step, we believe this strategy will dramatically improve the efficiency of the purification and identification of protein complexes in cells.
Introduction
Homomeric and heteromeric protein complexes are distinctly shaped, highly organized, and often specifically localized "molecular machines." It is these complexes, rather than single polypeptides, that are the elemental components of functioning biological systems, and thus, characterizing them is a prerequisite for any informed intervention aimed at modifying cellular processes. In recognition of this need, the U.S. Department of Energy's Genomics:GTL program, of which this work is a part, has established as a major goal the development of very highthroughput methods to characterize the structures and functions of protein complexes in microbes relevant to its mission. 1 Historically, stable protein complexes were identified one at a time, often as the result of purifying an enzyme activity of interest. In this traditional approach, complexes were inferred when multiple polypeptides comigrated together with an associated enzyme activity through multiple chromatographic separation steps, [2] [3] [4] demonstrating the same sedimentation velocities 5, 6 or electrophoretic mobilities. 7 More recently, stable protein complexes have been identified using high-throughput mass spectrometric detection of collections of polypeptides that are stably associated with heterologous affinity-tagged polypeptides. 8 In particular, tandem affinity purification [9] [10] [11] [12] has proven to be highly effective in mapping the soluble portion of the yeast 13, 14 and Escherichia coli 15 interactomes. Despite its undoubted utility, however, tandem affinity purification (TAP) suffers from several limitations. For example, this method is restricted to biological systems that are amenable to the genetic manipulations required to introduce the affinity-tagged polypeptides into cells. Furthermore, the addition of an affinity tag may destabilize some protein-protein interactions or alter other relevant protein activities. Finally, TAP requires a distinct genetic strain to be constructed for each polypeptide and then each strain must be separately cultured and analyzed. These and other limitations suggest that it may prove difficult to automate this strategy to achieve higher throughput than has been already attained.
To overcome these limitations, we are developing a novel method to rapidly purify and identify the majority of stable protein complexes in a cell without the use of affinity tags or affinity purifications. 16 This "tagless" strategy detects polypeptides in endogenous complexes isolated from wild-type cells based on the shared elution profiles of polypeptides that, as components of a protein complex entity, comigrate through multiple chromatographic steps. A diagrammatic representation of the experimental strategy is shown in Figure 1 . Starting with a crude extract prepared from a single large culture of cells, a number of orthogonal chromatographic separation steps are performed under conditions that preserve interactions among the polypeptide components of the complexes. Selected fractions from each column are used as the input for the next step. In toto, several hundred parallel chromatography runs are performed, generating thousands of fractions that are then proteolyzed prior to labeling of the peptide products with iTRAQ reagents. 17 Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI TOF) tandem mass spectrometry (MS/ MS) quantification of the relative abundance of each polypeptide across sets of fractions from each column generates elution profiles for all detected proteins. The migration of polypeptides through earlier chromatographic steps can be inferred from MS analysis of the final fractions since this experimental strategy captures the complete repertoire of proteins from each column. Heteromeric complexes are inferred when clustering analysis of protein elution profiles reveals subsets of polypeptides that have similar elution patterns. Homomeric complexes are inferred when single polypeptides that do not co-elute with other polypeptides migrate in either size exclusion chromatography or native PAGE with an apparent molecular weight (MW) significantly larger than predicted from genomic sequence data. A similar concept named "protein correlation profiling" that utilizes mass spectrometry as a tool of monitoring protein comigration 18 was introduced by Matthias Mann to identify a subpopulation of centrosomal proteins separated via sucrose gradient centrifugation. Intrinsic to both this and the tagless strategy scenarios, purification of complexes to homogeneity is not required to reliably classify polypeptides as members of the same complex.
In this work, as a proof-of-principle, we present data from experiments in which an E. coli lysate was passed through a pilot tagless pipeline with the intent of answering four key questions about this approach. (i) Are protein complexes stable through multiple orthogonal chromatographic separation steps? (ii) Is column chromatography sufficiently reproducible? (iii) Is an iTRAQ-based MS method sufficiently accurate and Figure 1 . The concept of the "tagless" protein complex identification strategy. A crude cell lysate is fractionated successively by highly parallel, orthogonal purification steps: in the example given, ion exchange (IEX), hydrophobic interaction (HIC), and gel filtration chromatography. A rational sampling of fractions from the preceding separation step is submitted to the subsequent separation step, generating thousands of fractions at the last purification step. Selected fractions from the last step are then subjected to proteolytic digestion and iTRAQ reagent labeling, and the products are then analyzed by mass spectrometry to identify polypeptides and measure their relative abundances as they migrate through the separation media; the iTRAQ reagent serves as a quantitative beacon of protein presence. Similarities among polypeptide elution profiles are evaluated using clustering analysis. Putative complexes are defined as sets of polypeptides that cluster at an experimentally established confidence level. In the example shown, two putative heteromeric complexes A and B, composed of three and two co-eluting components, respectively, are shown. Two proteins with no co-eluting partners are also detected. Since the last separation step is based on molecular weight, it can be determined if these noncoeluting polypeptides are either monomers or homomeric complexes. Note that the pilot experiments described in the paper do not use the exact series of fractionation steps shown in this concept figure. reproducible to enable the relative quantitation of comigrating polypeptides in neighboring and otherwise related fractions? (iv) Is clustering analysis capable of automatic detection of complexes from the resulting mass spectrometry data? In all four cases, the experimental data supported the feasibility of the method we propose. The findings have important relevance to large-scale biology projects. Compared to TAP, this new approach offers several advantages. For example, just as shotgun approaches have greatly accelerated genome-wide sequencing projects, a tagless method, which is highly automatable, could allow much higher throughput characterization of protein complexes at an organismal level.
Materials and Methods
Protein Separation. E. coli lysates and protein extracts (20-50 mg/mL) were prepared as previously described. 19 All separations were performed at 4°C except for hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC), which was performed at room temperature. All chromatographic columns were run using an FPLC (GE Healthcare), and protein elution was monitored at 280 nm. Chromatographic fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using the Criterion Precast gel system (Bio-Rad): 4-15% SDS-PAGE gradient gels were used for SDS-PAGE and 4-20% Native PAGE gradient gels for Native PAGE. Gels were stained using a SilverQuest silver staining kit (Invitrogen). Protein concentrations were measured by Bradford assay (Pierece).
Protein Separation for Studies of Protein Complex Stability during Chromatography.
Ten to 15 mg of E. coli protein extract was diluted 2-fold with Buffer A (25 mM HEPES, 10% glycerol, 0.01% NP-40, and 2 mM DTT) and applied to an 8 mL Mono Q column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with buffer A containing 100 mM NaCl. The column was developed with a 100-600 mM NaCl gradient in buffer A (25 column volumes, cv) with collection of 2 mL fractions (25% cv) using a flow rate of 2 mL/min. One of the eluted Mono Q column fractions was further separated by gel filtration using a 23.5 mL Superose 6 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with buffer A containing 100 mM NaCl and eluted with the same buffer with a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min.
Protein Separation for iTRAQ Quantification and Protein Complex Purification.
The protein separation for iTRAQ analysis was performed at two different scales using gel filtration chromatography followed by anion exchange chromatography. Protein extract (50 or 500 mg) was loaded onto a 120 or 320 mL Sephacryl S-400 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with buffer A containing 100 mM NaCl, and the column was then developed with the same buffer at a flow rate of either 0.3 or 1 mL/min for the small-and large-column, respectively. Two major UV peaks were observed in both cases: the earlier eluting peak contained high molecular weight (HMW) proteins (above 200 kDa) that constituted 1 / 7 to 1 / 10 of the total eluted protein. The HMW protein fractions derived from the small-and large-scale preparations were separated using an 8 or 20 mL Mono Q column that was developed with a 25 cv linear gradient from 100 to 600 mM NaCl in buffer A at a flow rate of either 2 or 4 mL/min. The 25% cv or 10% cv fractions were collected from the small-and large-scale purifications, respectively.
To purify particular protein complexes, selected Mono Q fractions were further fractionated by either gel filtration on a 23.5 mL Superose 6 column (for pyruvate dehydrogenase) or by hydrophobic interaction chromatography on a 1.7 mL Source 15PHE column (GE Healthcare) (for RNA polymerase and 60 kDa chaperonin). Superose 6 columns were run as described in the previous section. Hydrophobic interaction columns were equilibrated with buffer B (25 mM HEPES, 10% glycerol, and 2 mM DTT) containing 1 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , and the column was developed with a linear gradient from 1 to 0 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 in buffer B. Protein fractions from the Superose 6 or hydrophobic interaction columns were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and were not monitored by iTRAQ.
Protein Digestion and Labeling with iTRAQ Reagents.
Selected portions of the anion exchange chromatography eluates were sampled for mass spectrometry analyses at a frequency of 25% or 50% cv. Specifically, 1 in 2 or 1 in 6 fractions were assayed, a total of 7 and 15 fractions for the small-and large-scale experiments, respectively. The protein content of the fractions was estimated by using the Bradford assay. 20 This information was used to ensure that protein digestion and derivatization for each experiment were performed at similar protein concentrations. Equal fraction volumes were digested and labeled when their respective protein concentrations were within 100% of each other. Otherwise, fraction volumes with equal amount of protein were used as the starting material. Briefly, the proteins in each fraction were precipitated with acetone (6× volume excess), solubilized in 100 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer (TEAB, pH 8.5) containing 0.1% SDS, reduced with Tris-(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP), alkylated with methyl methanethiosulfonate (MMTS), and digested with porcine trypsin (Pierce) at 37°C overnight. The resulting tryptic peptide mixtures were derivatized with iTRAQ reagents in the TEAB buffer/80% ethanol for 1 h at room temperature. The manufacturer's protocol for iTRAQ reagent labeling was followed; however, an approximate 4-5× higher iTRAQ reagent/protein ratio was used at the protein scale of ∼20-25 µg. Postlabeling, four consecutive Mono Q fractions, each tagged with a different iTRAQ reagent, were combined to generate a multiplexed sample; consecutive multiplexed samples shared one common fraction. The sample volume was reduced to ∼10-20 µL on a SpeedVac prior to onestep cation exchange chromatography which was carried out using the resin-containing cartridge and buffers provided by the manufacturer. 17 The elutes that contained the peptide mixtures were concentrated to a volume of 10-20 µL and stored at -20°C prior to MALDI LC MS/MS analysis.
LC MALDI MS/MS. A Pepmap C18 trap column and a nanocolumn (100 µm i.d., 15 cm length, Dionex/LC Packings) were used for desalting and reversed-phase (RP) peptide separation, respectively. A 30 min linear gradient from 2% B to 40% B was run at 500 nL/min flow rate, utilizing solvents A, 2% AcCN/0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and B, 85% ACN/5% isopropanol, 1.0% TFA using an Ultimate LC System (Dionex/ LC Packings). Reversed-phase-separated peptides were collected directly onto a stainless steel MALDI target utilizing Probot (Dionex/LC Packings) spotting robot. Column elute was combined, in a mixing tee, with MALDI matrix (R-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 6 mg/mL in 80% ACN/0.1% TFA/10 mM dibasic ammonium phosphate), containing 25 fmol/µL Glufibrinopeptide (GluFib) for internal calibration, delivered at 1 µL/min. Peptides were analyzed on a 4700 and 4800 Proteomics Analyzer mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex) in the positive ion mode. The 4700 and 4800 Proteomics Analyzers were equipped with TOF/TOF ion optics and a 200 Hz Nd:Yag laser. 21 For collision-induced dissociation (CID), the collision cell was floated at 1 kV (4700) or 2 kV (4800), the resolution of the precursor ion selection was set to 200 and research articles Dong et al. 300 fwhm for the 4700 and 4800 analyzers, respectively, and air was used as the collision gas at 5 × 10 -7 Torr. Automated acquisition of MS and MS/MS data was controlled by 4000 Series Explorer Software. Internal one-point calibration utilized m/z of monoisotopic molecular ion of GluFib that met the following acceptance criteria: S/N 50, mass error 50 ppm; when the acceptance criteria were not met, default calibration based on a plate model algorithm (Applied Biosystems) was employed. Typical mass accuracy was within 10 and 50 ppm for the internal and default calibration, respectively. Automated MS/MS data analysis was performed utilizing GPS Explorer software 3.5 with MASCOT 2.1.0 (Matrix Science) software for protein identification and quantitation of iTRAQ reporter ions. The following criteria were employed for generation of MS/ MS peak list: S/N 5, m/z 50 to -20 from a precursor molecular ion, 50 peak limit per 200 Da, a maximum number of peaks 80. E. coli taxonomy within Swiss-Prot protein database, release 48.0 of 13-September-2005 and release 49.6 of 02-May-2006, was interrogated for the data sets generated on 4700 for all 15 fractions and on 4800 for the first 10 fractions, respectively. The following search parameters were utilized: precursor mass tolerance, 50 ppm; fragment mass tolerance, 0.15 Da; tryptic digestion with 2 missed cleavages; fixed modifications, S-MMTS, K-iTRAQ, and N-term iTRAQ; variable modifications, deamidation (Asn and Gln); Met-sulfoxide. GPS Confidence Interval (C.I. %) of 95% was used as the acceptance criteria, and hence, identification of each polypeptide was based upon at least one peptide that scored above a threshold value set by the Mascot search engine to indicate identity or extensive homology of proposed sequence at p < 0.05. The reported protein list was manually updated to reflect the UniProt protein entry names and accession numbers (release 53.2 of 26-June-2007); EcoCyc database 22 (http://ecocyc.org/) was utilized to facilitate this process. Average relative ratios were calculated for each polypeptide using the GPS Explorer 3.5 algorithm without invoking a "bias" correction option. Only peptides that were completely labeled with iTRAQ at N-termini and lysines and whose individual relative ratios were different from zero were considered while calculating protein average. The outliers were automatically excluded. Finally, the results for each multiplex were normalized to represent the same volume of the column fraction taken for the analysis.
Evaluation of Quality of Quantitation Data and Biological Reliability of Measurements.
To evaluate the extent of side reactions, the data were reanalyzed by interrogating the same database and using the same parameters as described above with the exception of iTRAQ settings, this time specifiying a flexible rather than a fixed modification type and allowing for tyrosine derivatization. Only a limited number of underderivatized peptides was revealed and no hits carrying iTRAQlabeled tyrosine were found. To minimize the number of overlapping precursors, precursor ion selection for MS/MS data acqusition was performed at the resolution as high as possible without significantly jeopardizing sensitivity, and a filter of a minimum of 200 resolution between a target precursor and potential nonrelated molecular ions was applied. Nevertheless, given the complexity of the sample and the limitation of the TOF/TOF precursor ion selection window, it is inevitable that some of the quantitation data might have been adversely affected by interfering ions. A potential presence of multiple precursors was not addressed by the GPS software, and no systematic examination of all the data was undertaken to evaluate the extent of the possible problem. However, a limited number of MS and MS/MS spectra, predominantly those derived from proteins representated by a small number of peptides, were examined manually, and in the great majority of cases, no significant level of unexplained (product ion) signals was observed (Supporting Information, Supplementary Figure 3 ). We have also examined a number of outliers among multiple peptides representing abundant proteins and only a small number of them could be possibly explained by the presence of a detectable interfering ion close to the intended precursor (data not shown). Reproducibility of the methods described in this study is presented and discussed in Results and Discussion. The aim of the study was to compare the results of the tagless strategy with the known information on protein complexes and protein-protein interactions in the model organism, E. coli. It was not intended to be a discovery study, and hence, no attempt was made to validate any unknown, putative, complexes that might have been detected using a clustering algorithm (Supporting Information, Supplementary Table C) Deriving Polypeptide Elution Profiles. A graphic representation of the process of generating a polypeptide elution profile is shown in Supplementary Figure 1 in Supporting Information. In the first step, the polypeptide elution profile was generated within each multiplex (Supplementary Figure 1 , panel A, in Supporting Information). In the second step, the independent partial elution profiles that were generated in the previous step were colapsed into a single elution profile across the whole chromatogram by equalizing the values in the shared fractions of each consecutive multiplex pair, starting from the beginning of the chromatogram (Supplementary Figure 1, panel B, in Supporting Information). Finally, in the third step, the relative polypeptide abundance was determined by arbitrarily assigning a value of 1.0 to the apex of a polypeptide elution peak and scaling all the other data points accordingly (Supplementary Figure 1 , panel C, in Supporting Information). We point out that the actual values of relative abundances of different polypeptides across the chromatogram cannot be directly compared since they are independently derived from different sets of polypeptide-specific peptides.
Polypeptide Clustering. To identify putative protein complexes, a comparison of polypeptide elution profiles was performed within all the fractions where the polypeptide was observed. Average relative ratios calculated for each polypeptide by the GPS Explorer 3.5 algorithm that were normalized and scaled, as described above, were employed for clustering analysis. The first step was to identify all valid profile peaks using the following process: (i) find the center, left, and right edges for all elution peaks for all polypeptides using a simple peak detection algorithm developed in our laboratory and (ii) filter out the noise. The latter was accomplished by examination of the peak intensity ratios relative to the highest peak in the same polypeptide profile (R1) and relative to the intensities of its own left and right edges (R2). If any of the ratios, R1 and/or R2, were below the threshold (R1 e 0.15 and R2 e 1.20), the peak was classified as noise. The R1 and R2 threshold values are dependent on the data complexity and quality and might need further tuning in the future as the data size grows. Once a set of elution peaks of all polypeptides was established, Pearson correlation coefficients between any two peaks that overlap significantly were calculated. In this work, Pearson correlation coefficients were used as a measure of similarity between two peaks, see the formula below where (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . 
The clustering analysis routine was based on an algorithm originally developed for evaluation of gene expression profiles (http://genetics.stanford.edu/sherlock/cluster.html). This algorithm was customized to accommodate our polypeptide elution profile data. Mathematical averages of coefficient values of clustered peaks were used as the metrics for similarity measurement. On the basis of these criteria, a putative complex is called if the average Pearson coefficient of a cluster of polypeptides exceeds a threshold value of 0.92.
Results and Discussion

Do Protein Complexes Survive Multiple Chromatographic
Separation Steps? A large body of evidence from biochemical analyses performed over the last several decades suggests that many protein complexes are stable under the conditions that are used in typical chromatographic separations (e.g., McHenry and Crow, 2 Srere and Mathews, 3 Austin and Biggin 4 ). At the same time, low affinity protein-protein interactions with micromolar dissociation constants are not expected to survive multiple separation techniques. To roughly estimate the proportion of cellular polypeptides that are engaged in interactions sufficiently stable to be detected by the tagless strategy, proteins from an E. coli crude extract were first fractionated by chromatography over a Mono Q anion exchange column. SDS-PAGE of the proteins eluting in each fraction showed that the estimated molecular weights of the large majority of polypeptides were less than 100 kDa (Figure 2A ). In contrast, native PAGE separation of the same fractions suggested that approximately half of the proteins by mass had a M r greater than 100 kDa ( Figure 2B ). Since the migration of proteins in native gels is a function of both their molecular weight and net charge, we further separated several Mono Q fractions by gel filtration chromatography as this charge-independent fractionation method depends only on molecular weight and shape. Native PAGE of the resulting fractions showed that there was a broad correlation between the mobilities of proteins in native PAGE (e.g., Figure 2C ) and their molecular weights as estimated by gel filtration chromatography ( Figure 2D ). In a typical experiment, 56% of the protein mass eluted from the gel filtration column with an apparent molecular weight greater than 100 Figure 2D ), whereas only a few polypeptides greater than 100 kDa were observed in SDS-PAGE of the material loaded onto a column (Figure 2A, asterisked lane) . Thus, both native gel electrophoresis and gel filtration suggested that a majority of E. coli proteins by mass were found in complexes with estimated molecular weights that were greater than the individual polypeptides that constitute the organism's proteome. While this analysis does not estimate the fraction of polypeptides that formed protein complexes with MW less than 100 kDa, we suggest that a similarly high proportion of proteins in this molecular weight range are likely to exist as complexes.
In addition, a comparison by native PAGE of protein fractions before and after the second chromatographic step showed few changes in the proportion of high-versus low-molecular weight species during size exclusion chromatography, indicating that a majority of protein complexes were stable during this step (compare Figure 2C with 2A, lane marked with an asterisk). Subsequent analyses using the same approach suggested that a majority of stable protein-protein interactions were not disrupted by hydrophobic interaction chromatography or ammonium sulfate fractionation (data not shown).
Approximately 40% of E. coli polypeptides form complexes that are sufficiently stable that they can be detected in reciprocal TAP isolation experiments. 15 This percentage is very similar to our estimate of the fraction of polypeptides that were engaged in stable protein-protein interactions following the various separation methods that were used in our pilot experiments. TAP and the techniques we employed take similar amounts of time to separate complexes from a crude lysate. Thus, it seemed likely that there will be a large overlap in the protein complexes isolated by these two approaches, an idea that was supported by further experiments that are described below.
Choice of iTRAQ-Based MALDI MS/MS for Protein Elution Profiling. A major challenge in establishing the feasibility of our proposed tagless strategy was to select a suitable mass spectrometry method. Because of the large number of fractions to be analyzed, it was critical to adopt an approach that minimized the number of MS/MS analyses as this could otherwise become a serious rate-limiting step. It was also essential to adopt a method that was able to quantitate relative abundances of polypeptides in different fractions.
We chose a LC MALDI MS workflow, rather than a LC electrospray ionization (ESI) workflow, as this decouples the LC step from the MS and MS/MS steps and, thus, allows repeated interrogation of archived MALDI sample plates. In the context of our proposed analysis of a series of closely related fractions of similar content (Figure 1 ), information generated in the course of MS/MS runs on preceding fractions can then be used to design more efficient MS/MS data acquisition strategies for the fractions that follow, thus, reducing the overall time of MS/MS analysis.
To track changing relative abundances of polypeptides between fractions, we chose an isotopic dilution method that employs the primary amine-directed iTRAQ reagent as the label. 17, 23 The iTRAQ labeling methodology is the most robust high-throughput means of quantifying protein relative abundances by MALDI TOF MS/MS and offers an accuracy and precision comparable with the label-free ESI-based [24] [25] [26] [27] and MALDI-based 28 methods. Furthermore, unlike other potential mass spectrometry labeling methods, 29 iTRAQ multiplexes four samples in one analysis, further reducing the number of MS/ MS analyses required.
The iTRAQ reagent was originally developed for comparing relative levels of peptides in protein expression profiling experiments. We have adapted it in the following way for our purposes (Figure 3) . A subset of fractions from a single chromatographic separation step is analyzed at a frequency based on the resolution of the chromatography method. For example, every other fraction across a column may be selected. Small aliquots from these fractions are then digested with trypsin and labeled with one of the four different iTRAQ (Figure 3) . LC MALDI TOF MS/ MS analysis of each multiplex set produces sequence-specific, gas-phase product ions from which a peptide is matched to its parent polypeptide. Concurrently, the parent polypeptide's relative abundance, within the analyzed fraction set, is calculated based on the intensities of four iTRAQ reporter ions. A similar approach of using either iCAT or iTRAQ reagent-labeling to follow protein gradient distribution profiles under conditions of sedimentation was recently introduced by Kathryn Lilley et al.
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A Proof-of-Principle Demonstration. To provide a first proof-of-principle that iTRAQ quantification allows protein complexes to be detected, we first performed a minimal twostep chromatographic separation of an E. coli crude extract, which takes high molecular weight proteins derived from a size exclusion column and fractionates them further by Mono Q anion exchange chromatography. We then quantitated the relative levels of five RNA polymerase subunits across the Mono Q fractions. 16 In this and subsequent iTRAQ analyses, fractions were sampled at a frequency such that they were separated by at least one fraction and by no more that 25-50% of a column volume as this was found to provide sufficient resolution to detect comigration of polypeptides belonging to known complexes. The fractions themselves were quite heterogeneous, being derived from only two chromatography steps, and contained a broad mixture of many polypeptides ( Figure 4A ). Nonetheless, despite this crude fractionation, between 6 and 30 tryptic peptides were detected for the five known subunits of RNA polymerase. The iTRAQ quantification showed that the individual peptides derived from a given polypeptide gave similar, albeit, not overlapping relative concentration profiles across the fractions ( Figure 4B ). We also observed similar variation between peptides in model studies on standard proteins (unpublished data), suggesting that this variation resulted from differential rates of peptide generation during tryptic digestion and/or losses during sample processing, rather than being indicative of structural heterogeneity within the proteins present in each fraction. While relative abundances of some tryptic peptides varied significantly from the mean, elution profiles based upon their relative ratios differed from the average elution profile in amplitude but not in localization of apexes ( Figure 4B ). Hence, if only few peptides are detected due to low polypeptide abundance, it is desirable to monitor the same set of tryptic peptides representing the polypeptide of interest in all fractions that are analyzed. When a sufficient number of peptides is detected, the mean data for multiple peptides should be the best guide to the relative abundance of each polypeptide. Indeed the averaged profiles for all five "Tagless" Strategy for Protein Complex Identification research articles polymerase components were very similar to each other ( Figure  4C ), consistent with the known tight association of these five polypeptides.
The above results suggest that iTRAQ quantitation is sufficiently accurate to detect comigrating complex components. Since the fractions analyzed contain far more proteins than the highly purified fractions envisioned being assayed in our finalized tagless strategy protocol (Figure 1) , the fact that the iTRAQ-based method was effective in these less than optimal circumstances was encouraging.
Reproducibility of iTRAQ-Based Protein Elution Profiling. In spite of this encouraging result, if a full-scale implementation of the tagless strategy is to be successful, iTRAQ-based quantitation and column chromatography will have to be sufficiently reproducible so that data from different fractions, multiplex sets, columns, and days can be compared as part of a large single data set. Therefore, reproducibility of the tagless method was examined at three levels: (a) reproducibility of mass spectrometric data acquired on a single instrument with the same spotted samples; (b) reproducibility of tryptic digestion, labeling, and other sample preparation steps; and (c) reproducibility of replica chromatography separations of protein mixtures.
Repeated analysis of the same LC MALDI plate gave essentially the same iTRAQ ratio values for relative abundances of polypeptides, indicating high analytical reproducibility of the mass spectrometers employed in this study (data not shown). Duplicate proteolytic digestion and iTRAQ reagent-labeling performed on the same set of fractions and followed by separate LC MALDI MS/MS analysis produced very similar elution profiles for components of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. In both experiments, subunits AceE, AceF, and LpdA had similar elution profiles between fractions E4 and E8, suggesting that sample preparation was fairly reproducible ( Figure 5 ).
To establish the reproducibility of chromatographic separations, two protein fractionation experiments were compared. Both used gel filtration followed by anion exchange chromatography of an E. coli lysate but were carried out at different scales using differing amounts of crude extract and different size columns. Despite these significant differences, the RNA polymerase, pyruvate dehydrogenase, and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complexes all eluted in the same order and maintained very similar elution patterns ( Figure 6 , panels A and B). Thus, this result demonstrated that it should be possible to compare protein elution profiles between parallel columns at the same step of a tagless fractionation of a single extract or between equivalent columns in different tagless fractionations of extracts derived, for instance, from cells grown under dissimilar conditions to detect differences in protein complex composition.
Identifying Known Protein Complexes. Next, it was necessary to more thoroughly test the feasibility of identifying protein complexes using the iTRAQ approach by examining polypeptide elution profiles of members of known protein complexes. Each pair of adjacent multiplexes shares one bordering fraction. Each multiplex is analyzed by a reversed-phase nanoLC MALDI MS and MS/MS. Elution profiles are generated for each detected protein on the basis of iTRAQ-derived relative abundances within all multiplexes, as described in Materials and Methods. research articles
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This was accomplished by assaying 15 fractions grouped into five linked multiplex sets from across the larger scale Mono Q chromatography fractions described above. All fractions were initially analyzed utilizing a 4700 Proteomics Analyzer (Applied Biosystems), and then, the first 10 fractions encompassed by three four-plexes were respotted and reanalyzed using 4800 Proteomics Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). A total of 103 nonribosomal polypeptides were identified on the basis of at least one peptide (Supplementary Table A in Supporting Information). Then the literature was consulted to learn how many known protein complexes and protein-protein interactions were to be expected among the polypeptides that were detected. We ignored the fact that for some complexes, usually lower abundance ones, only a subset of polypeptides were identified and instead focused on whether those polypeptides that we could detect were identifiable as comigrating in the iTRAQ data. According to the EcoCyc database (http://biocyc. org/ECOLI/NEW-IMAGE?object)Protein-Complexes), 35 of the polypeptides we detected with the tagless strategy were constituents of 13 known protein complexes, comprising 37 components (one polypeptide, LpdA, participated in 3 protein complexes). According to a large-scale TAP analysis of protein-protein interactions in E. coli, 15 21 of the polypeptides we detected with the tagless strategy were expected to participate in 24 reciprocal pairwise interactions, with 9 polypeptides participating in multiple interactions (Table 1 ). There was a significant overlap between these two sets of polypeptides since many of the components of known protein complexes in EcoCyc were also detected by TAP methodology. Overall, there was previous evidence that 44 nonribosomal polypeptides We first used two ad hoc approaches to classify comigrating polypeptides in the iTRAQ data. One was based on polypeptides that showed maximum concentrations in the same fraction (elution apexes). Of the known complex components from the EcoCyc database, the great majority (78.4%) shared the same elution apex (Tables 2 and 3 ). The second approach scored comigration of polypeptides found in neighboring fractions.
An additional 16.2% were detected in this way, and hence, ∼95% of the expected protein complex components demonstrated close coelution (Tables 2 and 3 ; Supplementary Figure 2 in Supporting Information). Only DNA gyrase components GyrA and GyrB showed completely disparate elution profiles (Supplementary Figure 2A in Supporting Information), but this is not surprising as DNA gyrase is known to be unstable. 33 Of the pairwise interactions verified by reciprocal TAP, 62.5% of partners shared elution apexes and an additional 25% were found in the neighboring fraction, bringing the detection of closely coeluting partners to ∼88% (Table 2 and Supplementary  Table B in Supporting Information). The iTRAQ approach is even able to identify distinct complexes that share a polypeptide subunit as long as the complexes separate from each other during chromatography. For example, pyruvate dehydrogenase and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complexes share the LpdA polypeptide in common (Supplementary Figure 2 Panels I and J in Supporting Information). Thus, the iTRAQ strategy does allow a range of different complexes to be detected.
Despite the broad similarity in elution profiles for known complex components, some intriguing differences between their profiles were seen in a few cases. For example, RNA polymerase components NusA and Rho demonstrated much narrower elution peaks than the core RNA polymerase subunits RpoA, -B, and -C ( Figure 7A ), which likely is due to the different chromatographic properties of the known distinct forms of RNA polymerase causing the core subunits that participate in all forms of polymerase to have broad profiles while particular NusA and/or Rho containing subform(s) instead fractionate more discretely. Thus, even if an agreement between the anticipated and observed elution profiles of known complex components is not complete, it cannot be assumed that this represents an artifact of the tagless methodology or some error in our methods. Rather, an observed discrepancy may reflect biologically relevant differences.
Discovery of Complexes by Automated Cluster Analysis. The above analyses used ad hoc criteria to judge if polypeptide elution profiles were sufficiently similar to suggest that they are members of the same protein complex. However, adaptation of the tagless strategy in a high-throughput modality which generates many more fractions will require automated statistical analyses that can identify putative protein complexes and provide confidence estimates on the likelihood of that prediction. Toward accomplishing this goal, a prototype algorithm 
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a Protein complex data is based upon the content of the Encyclopedia of E. coli K-12 Genes and Metabolism (http://biocyc.org/ECOLI/NEW-IMAGE?object)Protein-Complexes).
b Out of 35 polypeptides, 1 polypeptide (LpdA) participated in three complexes.
c Protein-protein interaction is data based upon the study of Butland et al. 15 d Out of 21 polypeptides, 9 participated in multiple pairwise reciprocal interactions. a Protein complex data are based upon the content of the Encyclopedia of E. coli K-12 Genes and Metabolism (http://biocyc.org/ECOLI/NEW-IMAGE?object)Protein-Complexes).
b Protein-protein interaction data are based upon the study of Butland et al. 15 c Three complexes shared the same polypeptide (LpdA), and hence, a number of complex components (37) is higher than a number of identified polypeptides (35) .
d At least two complex components/both interacting partners shared at least one apex of elution.
e At least two complex components/both interactive partners eluted in the same multiplex, i.e., in neighboring fractions. f Complex components/both interacting partners demonstrated apexes of elution in distant fractions.
g Elution profiles were compared using a modified Pearson's algorithm and clusters were defined employing a threshold of 0.92.
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for automatically detecting complexes based on the clustering methods used to detect coregulated genes in expression microarray data 34 was tested.
In general, the elution profile of a polypeptide can be plotted as an intensity map in a multiparameter grid space, where the coordinates of each grid specify a fraction and its intensity indicates the relative abundance of the polypeptide. For example, in a two-step protein complex separation scheme, the map could be plotted exactly like a 3-D geological map representing hills and mountains. The task of finding comigrating polypeptides is then reduced to colocalizing "hill and mountain" peaks within a grid of the N-dimensional map. From the data analysis point of view, each peak is a subset of registered data points and detecting colocalized peaks can be achieved by performing clustering analysis of the subset over the entire collection of protein elution profiles.
Clustering analysis of the whole data set of detected nonribosomal proteins resulted in generation of 17 clusters that grouped 77 polypeptides; no partners were found for the remaining 26 polypeptides (Supplementary Table C in Supporting Information). These results were compared to the manually curated groupings of comigrating polypeptides. Our current clustering algorithm correctly grouped 72.4% and 86.7% of the polypeptides sharing the same apex of elution that were manually classified as members of either EcoCyc known complexes or reciprocal TAP-defined interactions, respectively. The differences between the ad hoc and computational methods of grouping polypeptides reflected differences in the criteria used. The manual evaluation was based solely on close comigration of polypeptides defined by elution apexes occurring in the same or neighboring fraction, whereas the clustering algorithm also took into account additional features such as Supplementary Figure 4 in Supporting Information.
c Unique nonoverlapping peptides were used to calculate protein sequence coverage defined as the ratio between the sum of amino acids encompassed by the confidently matched peptides (%CI >95%) and the number of amino acids in a polypeptide sequence. For polypeptides observed in more than one four-plex, the best four-plex data are shown.
d At least two complex components were found in the same cluster (modified Pearson's algorithm, a threshold of 0.92): annotation "1" means "Yes", annotation "0" means "No".
e At least two complex components shared at least one apex of elution: annotation "1" means "Yes", annotation "0" means "No".
f At least two complex components eluted in the same four-plex, i.e., in neighboring fractions: annotation "1" means "Yes", annotation "0" means "No". peak shape, peak resolution and the presence of multiple apexes within a contiguous portion of polypeptide elution profile. These additional constraints resulted in the exclusion of some of the known complex components from certain clusters. For example, LpdA demonstrated multiple apexes of elution that overlapped with pyruvate dehydrogenase and 2-oxoglutarate complex components but clustered with neither (Supplementary Table C and Figure 2 , Panels I and J, in Supporting Information). The RNA polymerase components RpoA, RpoB, RpoC, RpoD, and NusA were included in the same cluster, but RpoZ and Rho were not ( Figure 7B ). Likewise, two components of a chromosome partitioning complex, MukE and MukF, were placed in the same cluster, but another component, MukB, was not because it eluted in a narrower peak (Supplementary Table 3 and Figure 1 , Panel H, in Supporting Information). The "failure" to cluster all complex components as one entity might actually provide important insights into the previously discussed heterogeneity between distinctly eluting "subcomplexes". Therefore, the future development of the clustering algorithm will neccessitate the incorporation of more sophisticated tools, for example, flexible, multitiered stringency scales to allow more robust recognition of potential coeluting polypeptides while preserving detailed information about chromatographic peak shape and resolution.
The data inputted into the clustering analysis was not limited to members of known complexes, but included all 103 nonribosomal proteins. Not surprisingly, given the crude and complex nature of the chromatography fractions analyzed, clusters that included members of known complexes frequently contained additional polypeptides that seemed unlikely to be uncharacterized members of these complexes. For example, YbbN, MetK, and GroEL clustered with members of the RNA polymerase complex (Figure 7B ), but have not been associated with this well-studied complex before. At the same time, TAP data strongly point to the possibility of a significant [YbbN: GroL] interaction. 15 We suspect that the majority of these additional cluster members resulted from fortuitous coelution of either single polypeptides or components of (multiple) distinct protein complexes within the Mono Q column chromatogram. Incorporation of additional protein separation steps into a full scale tagless separation scheme should greatly reduce the frequency of such "opportunistic coeluting", especially since clustering can then take into account comigration across not one but three of four dimensions. With much more Figure 7 . The effectiveness of clustering in grouping complex components. Panel A shows the mean iTRAQ profiles of the five main components of RNA polymerase (RpoA, RpoB, RpoC, RpoD, RpoZ) and also the transcription termination/antitermination factor NusA and transcription termination factor Rho. Panel B shows the constituents of a cluster defined by our algorithm that includes four of the five main RNA polymerase subunits and Nus A, but not RpoZ and Rho. The cluster also contained proteins that had likely fortuitously coeluted with RNA polymerase: YbbN, MetK, GroL, and AldA. We note that there is strong TAP evidence that GroL and YbbN might form significant interaction. research articles
information available, it should also be possible to better distinguish between potential subcomplex forms and identify novel complexes and complex components.
Purification of Protein Complexes. The tagless strategy was able to identify putative protein complexes without a need for complete purification. However, these results indicate that a majority of high and moderately abundant stable protein complexes can be purified to near homogeneity by an optimized tagless fractionation method employing four orthogonal separation steps and scaling up the amount of starting material. Even with the pilot fractionations employed here, that is, using only anion exchange and size exclusion chromatography, three complexes (pyruvate hydrogenase, RNA polymerase, and GroEL) have been purified to apparent homogeneity from E. coli cell lysate (Supplementary Figure 3 in Supporting Information). More extensive fractionation of extracts from the sulfate reducing bacteria Desulfovibrio vulgaris has, to date, purified 3 heteromeric and 25 homomeric complexes from only a small portion of the total fractionation space. 35 These purified complexes are amenable to further characterization methods such as single particle electron microscopy and Small Angle X-ray Scattering. For example, the 17 Å structure of one complex identified and purified by the tagless scheme has already been obtained.
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Conclusions
We have established proof-of-principle evidence for the feasibility of employing a tagless strategy for protein complex identification and purification. We estimate that at least around 50% of bacterial polypeptides participate in complexes that are sufficiently stable to survive the multiple chromatographic steps. LC MALDI-based tagless strategy is blind to complex stoichiometrysas long as polypeptide components are detected, their elution profiles will be drawn and the presence of complexes inferred. Hence, we expect that both stoichiometric and substoichiometric complexes will be identified. The range of complexes identified by the tagless strategy is likely to be comparable to those identified by TAP experiments. Out of 24 TAP-detected reciprocal interactions, 15 only three (MetK-SecA, MetK-DnaJ, and GyrA-GyrB) had completely dissociated during purification (Supplementary Table B in Supporting Information). In addition, there is good reason to believe that those complexes that are disrupted by the use of an affinity tag and, therefore, are not detectable by TAP, will be identifiable by a tagless approach. Relative quantification using iTRAQ reagents allowed comigration of polypeptides to be determined and the chromatographic separation appeared sufficiently reproducible such that results across multiple parallel chromatograph columns, each separating different subsets of total cellular protein, could be meaningfully compared. Even a relatively simple clustering algorithm was effective at automatically detecting members of protein complexes using data from only two dimensions of separation. Several of the more abundant complexes were purified to greater than 70% homogeneity.
Although these results are encouraging, the pilot scale fractionation and mass spectrometry analysis described above identified only 103 nonribosomal polypeptides and 13 protein complexes, whereas there are approximately 3000 known water soluble polypeptides participating in several hundred stable complexes in E. coli. What further improvements will be needed to detect all proteins and stable protein complexes in a realistic time scale? First, the samples analyzed by iTRAQ LC MALDI MS/MS were derived from a subset of the protein fractions of a two-dimensional scheme and represented only approximately 10%, by mass, of the water-soluble E. coli proteins. Thus, even at this current pilot scale, it is likely that around 1000 polypeptides would have been detected had all fractions from the scheme been analyzed by mass spectrometry. The remaining 2000 or so water-soluble proteins that would not have been detected are in most cases likely to be of lower abundance. Hence, by starting with a large amount of crude protein extract and employing four, rather than two, orthogonal chromatography separation steps, it should be possible to detect the great majority of these lower abundance polypeptides. Of the two constraints inherent to analysis of low-abundance species, that is, dynamic range challenges and availability of material, the former is currently being addressed by performing extensive protein separation involving multiple chromatographic steps. The latter constraint is not a major obstacle since biomass for our target organism D. vulgaris is currently produced on a 400 L scale (4 × 10 13 to 4 × 10 14 cells) that delivers ∼10 g soluble protein (∼ 200 µmol of total protein, assuming an average polypeptide MW of 50 kDa). Within this mixture, a lowabundance polypeptide expressed at the level of 10 copies per cell will constitute ∼670 pmol material that corresponds to a 3.3 × 10 -6 portion of total protein. The current yield after the four protein complex separation steps, tryptic digestion, and iTRAQ-labeling is estimated at ∼0.5%. Assuming the same level of recovery of low-abundance complex components and anticipating a spread of protein complex elution during a 4-step fractionation into 50 fractions, 3.35 pmol of the low-abundance protein will be recovered at a level of 67 fmol per fraction or ∼130 fmol per iTRAQ multiplex, assuming the worst case situation when only two fractions within a four-plex might contain a protein complex. This scenario brings us within the current practical detection limits of the MALDI TOF/TOF instrument. With an expected increase in the sensitivity of mass spectrometers over the next 5-10 years, nearly all complexes should be detectable with such a fractionation. We have now established a four-dimensional fractionation at this lager scale and are now optimizing each fractionation step (unpublished data). While the success of discovery of any specific low level protein complex will be highly dependent on the extent of its separation from other species, efficiency of digestion and labeling, and quality of MS/MS, in principle, detection of lowabundance complexes is within the realm of possibility.
Another improvement needed is to automate and speed up many steps. A major advantage of the tagless approach is that by its design it is intrinsically more amenable to automation than TAP as it consists of fewer types of operations and is highly repetitious. For example, no genetic manipulation of the organism is required and only one large culture of cells need be grown. With the automation of the sample preparation and chromatographic separations and development of a data analysis pipeline that is coupled to real time control of the mass spectrometer to eliminate redundant and time-consuming analysis of peptides from the same protein, and the expected future increase in the speed of MALDI MS/MS instruments, it should be possible to achieve much higher throughput identification of protein complexes than is currently possible.
Finally, additional methods to establish the accuracy and veracity of putative complexes identified by the tagless strategy will be needed. We certainly expect an increase in the number of fractionation steps and the use of more complex clustering algorithms that employ quantitative data on the migration of polypeptides across four chromatographic dimensions to reduce the occurrences of "opportunistic coeluting" of unrelated proteins seen in the pilot study. While clustering data from a single protein complex separation step is not capable of discerning 'true' complexes from 'fortuitous coeluting polypeptides', protein clustering within a multidimensional separation space should be capable of detecting discrepancies in elution profiles of putative complex candidates and thus eliminate many cases of fortuitous coelution. At least in some model organism a subset of putative complexes could and should be verified by reciprocal TAP analysis. In general, it is critical to cross-verify the predictions made by any method to identify protein complexes system-wide using a combination of biological and analytical techniques.
In conclusion, the tagless protein complex identification strategy is a discovery as well as a purification tool. Its great strengths lie in the ability to analyze native systems and in the potential of highly automated high-throughput execution. We expect that a combination of tagless-and immunoaffinitybased complex isolation strategies will greatly expand the amount of information about the biology of organisms and provide orthogonal confirmation of the overlapping results.
